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INTRODUCTION
It is impossible to present a comprehensive course in small particle statistics in these few pages. However, we will attempt to build a framework of simple statistical concepts, and from these, develop the basic "small particle statistics." It will be necessary to omit· detailed discussion of the very important aspects of statistics, sampling, 1 • 2 statistical inference and tests of hypotheses,3 in order to concentrate on the basic problems requiring the use of small particle statistics. This problem is almost universally stated in disarming simplicity as "characterization of particulate systems (or powders)."
The characterization of a particulate system is a fundamental problem in all branches of industry and science concerned with bulk properties of matter composed of small particles, particulate raw materials or physical, chemical, mechanical, or physiological phenomena related to some property or properties of a particulate system. 4 •6 The complete characterization of a particulate system should include definitions of "~article" and "particulate system", a description of particle "size", particle "shape", particle density, surface characteristics, and mechanical, physical, and chemical properties of the particles. The purpose of our discussion is to develop aspects of particulate system characterization concerned with the a~alytical concepts of particle "size" and related concepts. of particle "shape" and surface characteristics. We will use the following definitions of particle and particulate system.
A particle is a unit of matter having a defined boundary, whose "size" and "shape" depend on interatomic or intermolecular bonding forces and its process of formation. A particulate system is a set of particles in some environment. (The importance of the particle-environment concept is illustrated by the lubricant property of graphite particles in air, and tne abrasive properties of graphite particles in vacuum.) Although the following development of data analysis techniques ·is generally applicable to particles in any "size" range, we shall assume, our discussion applies to particles in the generally accept·ed "small particle range", 10-l to 10 4 or 105 microns
(1 micron lo-3 mm).
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate some of the problems involved in characterization of a particulate, Assume Fig. 1 represents a monosized particulate system containing an unknown number of perfect spheres of pure copper having exactly the same diameter. The problem of characterizing this system with respect to particle "size" and "shape" is quite simple. A sample consisting of one particle can be removed from the system and its diameter measured. It can then be stated that the "shape" and diameter ("size")
of every particle in the system is known with precision limited only by the device used to measure the diameter of the sample. The specific surface (surface area pe• upit volume or unit weight of particles) could be calculated, Consider the microscopic sample of a real particulate shown in Fig. 2 , This is a scanning electronmicroscope photograph of a graphite powder at 2000x magnification. Notice that "size", "shape", and surface character, and perhaps density, cannot be defined uniquely and are all variable in this sample of many particles.
Therefore the characterization of the system from which this sample was taken must involve some type of statistical analysis of the sample. Such analysis should be related to at least one of the following three objectives: • 
II. FUNDAMENTAL STATISTICAL CONCEPTS
We will now develop some basic statistical concepts which will permit a generalized development of the methods of "Small Particle Statistics". The diagrams and examples presented in this section are not "real" particle "size" data. The synthetic "sample data" are used in order to permit a simplified presentation of calculation methods.
The basic foundation of statistical analysis is the mathematics of pr.obability. 7 • 10 Methods of statistical analysis are techniques used to aid interpretation in the analysis of data obtained by repetitive observation. In characterizing a particulate system (powder) measuremenL,; or observations would in general be made on a sample of particles removed 1'rom the system. The system is the population or total mass of powder whose characteristics are in question. The sample is the portion of the population on which measurements are made in order to obtain estimates of the characteristics of the population. In order that the sample reliably represent the population, it should be a random sample; that is, be chosen so that it has the same proballility of being chosen as any other sample. The statistics which characterize the population are the variates (numerical quantities) or functions of the variates obtained from the observations made on the sample.
Consider a hypothetical system (population) of perfect sodium chloride crystals containing N = 10 crystals or particles. Assume we know the exact length, (linear dimension, d) of the major cube diagonal of each particle as given in Table I . The question is, how can we describe this particle "size" distribution. One method would be to draw a line chart as shown in Figure 3 . It is readily seen that a chart would not provide a convenient quantitative description of a population consisting of many particles of varied "size". The population distribution of the 10 NaCl crystals could be adequately described by three parameters, the mean ~d' 2 variance ad, and skewness yd. These parameters are defined as:
Mean: These parameters are considered respectively as measures of central value, dispersion or variability , and asymmetry about the mean for the population distribution of d . Although , for our purpose, these parameters adequately describe a distribution, it can be argued in general that a distribution is not quantitatively defined unless its moment generating function (i .e. moments of all order) is known.
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Notice that yd = 0 for the symmetric distribution.
In practice, the population distribution is never known. Therefore consider a more "realistic" Table III . 30 35 39
Methods for graphical display of the data of 
Skewness:
These statistical formulae are related to the popul ... Llun parameters in the 1"ollowing way:
sd ~ad, and gd ~ yd, where~ is read as "is ... n estimator of." The term N -1 is used in the denominator of (6) to make s~ an unbiased estimator of 2 13 ad. However, because the sample size N should be large i.e. >·500 in "small particle's:tatistics,"
values of the sample statistics, for the data of Table II 
Expression (10) as jndicated in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b).
(a) Figure 6 .
AND FUNCTIONAL MODEL
Functional representation of sample data.
Further, as illustrated in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d),
for'cumulative data. The histogram and·h(d) are dl·e.wn to imliuato the model n<:'efl not. hA· 1:1ymmfltric about some "central" value. This will be discussed in detail in the next section.
In order to facilitate the discussion of "small particle statistics" in the next section as well as illustrate some basic concepts here, assume it can be demonstrated that the normal or Gaussian density function, Table II data. 3.
4.
Select a level of significance for the test.
Compute the appropriate test statistic from experimental dat'a.
Determine from tabulated theoretical values of the distribution of the test statistic the range of values which will cause acceptance or rejection of the hypothesis.
5. Accept or reject the hypothesis on the basis ·of the computed value of the test statistic.
Test of the hypothesis that the data· of Table II are from a normal population is a chi squared 19 • 21
"goodness of fit" test. The normal curve which was ~ to the data has the equation The basic concepts and techniques of statistical analysis have been illustrated using a hypothetical small particle sample.
•rtie basic procedures for analysis of small particle data are
n.
--· .. ·-- A development of a generalized definition of shape factor will aid in the following development of a completely general treatment of particle "size" data.
As illustrated in Table V , particle "size" can be defined as a linear dimension, an area, volume, or weight, and for a given shape, the concepts of "size" are related by a shape factor. That is a th general shape factor Ck relates the k power of the linear dimension d to some "geometric" particle MICROSCOPE \!3 and the surface area shape factor is c 2 2. Suppose the elongated "particle" in Table V 
Sediment
Coulter C. 
By expandine the expressions in Table VI for where ln = loge i.e. "size" is defined as x ln d, the normal density function, 27) is often a good approximation of the sample data,
The use of p{x) as a model implies the same approximation method a~ ~xpression ( 11). ThA.t. is n.
and the distribution variable is x = ln d. The effect of tr ... n.,fnrmi ng the variable is illustrated by Fig, (12) . Notice p(x) is nm·mal having identic::tl values of mean, median and mode. The transformation implies the popul:;.t.ion is log normal in d, and nor-
The use of the log normal function as a model has three basic advantages, 1. The sample data are defined by· only two statistics.
2. Various data forms are rel:;.t.ed through functional relationships :;.mong their sample statistics.
3. "Geometric properties" such as particle surface area and volume can be estimated as simple exponential functions. Figure 12 . Illustrating the relation between a log normal density function and its normal transform.
IX. TilE GENERAL T'fPES OF LOG NUHMAL :fUNCTIONS
The variO)lS forms of the log normal function can be classified as on~ of two types analogous to Types I ~d II data forms, as shown in Fig. 13 .
Consider Type II first and define fk(x) in terms of p(x) using the approximation .
n. k (30) ~igure 13. Schematic representation of the general form of Type I and Type II log normal density functions.
After multiplying the exponential terms, completing the square in the integrands, and rearranging constant terms, expression (30) is written,
This demonstrates the following properties of the functions representing type II data. 
Now let us develop in br~ef the relationships among the parameters of the Type_ I functions. If k zk = ln (Ck d ), the variable x in expression (27) can be transformed using the expressions, zk = ln ck + kx, and dzk = kdx to obtain the approximation,
*'
The form of expression (36) 
· If for some reason it is necessary to examine the statistics of the distribution of "size" rather than ln "size", the expressions of 
Notice that expression (50) shows that
From the relationships ~mong sample statistics for various data forms, SW can be easily estimated from any type of data as illustrated by Table VII.  2  7 SUMMARY An attempt has been made to develop the small particle statistics as a natural evolution from basic statistical concepts. It was indicated that tests of statistical hypothesis were possible for "goodness of fit" 1'\.nil comparisons of mean and vari-1'\.nr.P. respectively for particle "size" data of the type n. /N vs "size". However, the methods of stal.
tistical inference do not apply to weight fraction or general moment data in a neat, clearcut manner. This is because the test .statistic distributions have not been defined for Type II or ll.th order moment d~;~.t.R., Sample data comparisons for moment data must in general be based on subjective analysis tempered by a good portion of practical experience.
We have shown that all forms of particle 'size' data can be classified as one of two general types, and that such classification directly relates data forms generated by a partir.ular measurement method with the proper mathematical treatment of the data.
We believe this development provides a complete basis for the understanding of the analytical relation-· ships among the various forms of particle "size" data, and for the development of a theory for mixtures. 27 
